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Abstract

fetch the data blocks from the VOD system buffers instead of from the disk subsystem. Finally, the piggybacking
method [7] allows viewers to have different display speed
so that eventually, they can catch up with each other and
thereby reduce the I/O resource requirements. All these approaches are orthogonal, and they can be implemented in a
VOD system to reduce the total I/O resource requirement.
However, in addition to normal playback, a VOD system
is expected to provide VCR functions such as fast forward
with viewing (FF), rewind with viewing (RW), and pause
(PAU). Although batching and buffering techniques can service requests for popular movies in large bulks, they do not
work very well in the presence of interactive VCR functions - viewers may “fall out” of a batch during the use of
VCR functionality, which can significantly increase the demand for system resources [6]. Therefore, efficient resource
management and proper system sizing becomes a very important issue. In this paper, we address the following question: If batching and buffering are both used, what is the
minimum amount of memory buffers and I/O resources that
need to be pre-allocated f o r normal playback such that after a VCRfunction, the system can deallocate an I/O stream
(which was dedicated to a VCR function) with probability
greater than or equal to P* ? If we can increase the probability of releasing these resources when resuming normal
playback, then we can use these resources to admit more
users, thereby making the VOD system more cost-effective.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. We introduce a model for determining the amount of resources required for supporting both normal playback and VCR functionality, while satisfying predefined performance characteristics. Our proposed model allows us to maximize the
benefits of data sharing techniques, such as batching and
buffering. In other words, given a certain amount of system
buffer and I/O bandwidth resources, we use our mathemat-

To design a cost effective VOD server, it is important
to carefully manage the system resources so that the number of concurrent viewers can be maximized. Previous research results use data sharing techniques, such as batching
[5], buffering [12], and piggybacking [7], to reduce the demand for I/O resources in a VOD system. However, these
techniques still suffer from the problem that additional I/O
resources are needed in the system for providing VCR functionality - without careful resource management, the benefits of these data sharing techniques can be lost. In this paper, we first introduce a model for determining the amount
of resources required for supporting both normal playback
and VCR functionality to satisfy predefined performance
characteristics. Consequently, this model allows us to maximize the benefits of data sharing techniques. Furthermore,
one important application of this model is its use in making
system sizing decisions. Proper system sizing will result in
a more cost-effective VOD system.

1. Introduction
Recent advances in information and communication
technologies have made important multimedia services such
as interactive TV and video-on-demand (VOD) feasible [6].
In a VOD system, video objects are stored in a storage
server and played out to the user upon request. A significant amount of research effort has been dedicated to designing VOD servers. Yet, to make VOD service popular,
the VOD system has to be cost-effective in the sense that it
should store thousands of videos and concurrently support
many viewers at a reasonable cost.
Several techniques have been proposed for increasing the
number of concurrent viewers of popular movies through
better usage of resources such as I/O bandwidth and buffer
space. One technique is to use the batching [5] method
in which one I/O stream is dedicated to servicing several
viewers who have arrived within the same timing window.
Another technique for reducing the amount of 110 resource
needed is the buffering method [12], where viewers can

ical model to determine the optimum distribution of these

resources among the popular movies such that normal playback and VCR functions can be provided in a satisfactory
manner. The mathematical model is general in the sense
that it accommodates a wide variety of probability distributions in modeling FF, RW and PAU. Another contribution of
this paper is the application of the model in making system
sizing decisions; proper system sizing will result in a more
cost-effective VOD system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present our system model for reducing I/O
resource requirements. In Section 3, we present our mathematical model, which is used for predicting the probability
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of deallocating an I/O resource after a fast-forward operation. A comparison of our mathematical model with simulation results is presented in Section 4. In Section 5 , we describe how to apply the model to performing pre-allocation
of buffer and I/O resources in a VOD system. Lastly, our
conclusions are given in Section 6.

suming to normal playback after a VCR operation. In addition, this model aids in making system sizing decisions,
such that the cost-effectiveness can be improved.
VCR functions can be viewed as follows. The FF/RW
operations can be interpreted as having to display the movie
at y times the normal playback rate. Hence, the reservation
of resources, such as I/O and buffer resources, in servicing
these VCR requests is unavoidable. In fact, the servicing of
these VCR requests can be divided into two phases.

2. System Model

phase I : Displaying the VCR-version of the movie
When a viewer issues a VCR requests other than the
pause function, additional resources have to be allocated so that he can view the VCR-version of the
movie. In [8], two queuing networks have been proposed to model the amount of reserved resources for
required VCR requests.

Our system model is based on both hatching [5]and partitioned buffer management strategies proposed i n [ 121. We
adopt these methods to improve the scalability of VOD systems by servicing multiple user requests using a single I/O
stream. Note that these data sharing techniques should only
be applied to requests forpopularmovies. The use of batching for non-popular movies will incur unnecessary latencies
while the use of buffering for non-popular movies will be a
waste of buffering resources. In this section, we first briefly
describe the use of static partitioned buffering in scheduling
video requests, and then we present our model.
The static partitioned buffer management strategy is developed based on a buffer refreshing process. This scheduling method is similar to hatching, in which the movie is
restarted periodically at predefined intervals that and requests arriving during a hatching interval can be served using a single I/O stream [ 5 ] . In addition, some amount of
buffer space, termed a partition, is associated with each I/O
stream. This allocated buffer space allows the retaining of
movie frames in memory for a certain period of time termed
the viewer enrollment window. Viewers who come before
the closing of the viewer enrollment window (at this point,
the frames in the partition are refreshed) read the frames
from the buffer partition (we call these the type 2 viewers).
Viewers who come after the window is closed (we call these
the type 1 viewers) are queued up to wait for the next restart
of the movie. The longest time a viewer has to wait occurs
when he arrives just after the viewer enrollment window
is closed. In this case, the maximum waiting time equals
the hatching interval (the interval between initiations of two
I/O streams) minus the length of the viewer enrollment window. Figure 1 illustrates a scenario for the static partitioning
scheme, where each batch of viewers is served using an I/O
stream and a partition of buffers.

0

phase 2: Resuming to normal playback
When resuming from the VCR operation to normal
playback, the probability of releasing the resources allocated during phase l depends on the position in the
movie at which the viewer resumes. If the frames the
viewer needs are already in the buffer when he resumes, i.e, in one of the existing partitions, then the
viewer can read the data directly from the partition in
which he resumes. In this case, the viewer is said to
join the partition, and the resources allocated in phase
1 can be released. Otherwise, the viewer has to continue utilizing the resources allocated in phase 1 until
he can join a partition, for instance, using the piggybacking technique [ 1, 7, 91.

Note that the allocation of resources in phase 1is usually inevitable. On the other hand, whether or not these allocated
resources can be released depends on the resuming position.
If there is a high probability that the viewers can resume at
existing partitions, the additional load resulting from a 'esume can be reduced. Therefore, our goal is to maximize
the probability of releasing the allocated resources at a resume point so as to minimize the consumption of reserved
resources. Thus, more resources are available for servicing
future requests, such as forthcoming VCR requests, or they
can even be dedicated to serving requests for non-popular
movies. Clearly, the size and the number of partitions,'
used for servicing normal playback, together with the duration of VCR requests, will greatly affect the probability of
resuming at an existing partition. In this paper, we combine
the virtues of hatching and buffering (for popular movies)
while providing support for VCR-like interactive requests
by applying the static partitioning model. Based on the
distribution of the duration of VCR requests, we perform
resource allocation to determine the resources needed for
normal playback such that the probability of holding the resources upon resume can be minimized.

Figure 1. Different types of viewers in static
partitioning.

2.1. Assumptions and Principles

The above scheduling method only deals with normal
playback. However, VCR functions like fast-forward (FF),
rewind (RW), and pause (PAU) are important features to be
provided to the viewers. A fundamental problem in providing such interactive features in conjunction with data sharing techniques is the need for additional resources when the
viewer resumes to normal playback and is no longer part of
any group of requests sharing the I/O and buffer resources.
In this paper, we present a model which facilitates the reduction of an additional load resulting from the users re-

A viewcr is said to have a hit if he can resume at some
partitions when resuming to normal playback after a VCR
request, such that additional resources allocated to him in
phase 1 can be released in phase 2 . Otherwise, the viewer i,s
said to have a miss if he resumes at the gaps between partitions. The hit and miss events are illustrated in Figure 2.
'Note that the number of partitions is equal to the number of U0
streams associated with a movie.
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request at any existing partitions to be greater than or equal
to P*, where P* is a given system design parameter.
Before presenting the mathematical model, let us present
the criteria for cutching up to a stream. An example situation is illustrated in Figure 3(a). We denote RFF as the
rate of fast forward and RPBas the rate of normal playback. Suppose viewers X and Y are “traveling” at a rate
of RFFand R p g , respectively, and X lags behind Y by A
minutes. Since R F Fis greater than RPB,X will eventually cutch up with Y at the catch-up point. Similarly, Figure 3(b) illustrates a scenario where viewer Y rewinds to
catch up with viewer X . Thus, the amount of movie time,
t , through which viewer X must fast-forward (or viewer Y
must rewind) before a catch-up is accomplished is as follows.

partitiill

Figure 2. Hits and misses for viewers resuming from VCR requests.

Since our goal is to maximize the hit probability, it is
natural to consider the behavior of VCR requests in determining the conjiguration of the system, i.e, in determining
how much buffer and I/O resources should be reserved for
normal playback. We study the behavior of each VCR operation as a function of its respective probability density function (pdf), f ( x ) , where IC is the amount of time spent in a
VCR request. The pdf of VCR requests can be obtained by
statistics while the movie is displayed, and is defined in the
interval [0, I ] , where I is the movie length (in time unit). A
pause of x time units, where x > 1, is equivalent to a pause
of x mod I time units, e.g., the situation where 1 = 120
minutes and IC = 130 minutes is equivalent to pausing for
10 minutes, since a movie is restarted periodically.
We assume that the arrivals of requests for a popular
movie are distributed according to a Poisson process. This
is a reasonable model of the arrival process since we expect
the VOD system to have a large user population. Given the
above assumptions, we determine the expected hit probability upon resume to normal playback under various system
configurations. The basic idea is as follows. If we could
maximize the hit probability, then we could reduce the additional load resulting from VCR requests for resuming to
normal playback. In other words, by increasing the hit probability, the probability of releasing reserved resources, consumed in phase 1, is increased. Consequently, the system
will be able to service more requests simultaneously.
It is important to point out that, although relatively little time is spent in VCR modes as compared to the normal
playback [SI, inefficient schemes for providing VCR functionality can easily result in consumption of large amounts
of system resources. As mentioned above, the approach,
taken in this paper, to remedy the situation is to increase
the hit probability. However, this is not a simple task. Intuitively, increasing the partition size will increase the fraction
of a movie that resides in main memory. An extreme case
would be to buffer the entire movie and thus increase the hit
probability to 1. However, this will not necessarily result
in the reduction of the amount of overall system resources
required. Therefore, without an accurate model and a good
system sizing method, we will not be able to calculate the
right amount of I/O bandwidth and buffer space resources
to reserve in order to design a cost-effective VOD system.
In the following section, we present such a model for facilitating resource pre-allocation and system sizing.

a:. A,
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Figure 3. scenarios for catching up to viewers
a) in front b) behind
In the following section, we present the buffer and 110
requirements for normal playback under static partitioning.
After introducing the problem formulation, we present a
complete derivation of our mathematical model for predicting the probability of deallocating an I/O resource upon a
resume from a VCR operation.

3.1. Resources Requirements for Normal Playback
The static partitioning model adopts the idea of batching
requests for a popular movie such that I/O streams are initiated periodically. If n is the number of I/O streams that are
available, then for a movie with a length of 1 minutes, one
way to guarantee that the viewers have the same maximum
waiting time is to start the movie every $ minutes. Assume
that the total amount of buffers allocated for normal playback for a popular movie can store B’minutes of the movie.
Therefore, the size of each partition is B’ln. Then, in the
worst case, if a viewer arrives at the time when the viewer
enrollment window has just been closed, the viewer has to
wait for the next restart; this is the maximum amount of
time a viewer has to wait. The length of the viewer enrollment window is equal to B’ln - 6, where 6 is the reserved
amount of buffer space. This insures that, when the first
viewer in a partition replaces the frames in the buffer, the
system will not overwrite the frames not yet viewed by the
last viewer in the same partition [ 121. Thus, the maximum
waiting time, U ) , is equivalent to the gap between partitions,
which is equal to
6.Let B = B’ - n6;then we have:

3. Mathematical Model
In this section, we present the derivation of our mathematical model. The basic idea pursued here is to use a
mathematical model to determine an allocation of resources
which, under various VCR operations (e.g., FF, RW, PAU),
will insure the probability of a viewer resuming from a VCR

+

I-B
71,
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, where n, = 1 , 2 , . . . ,

1

6

It is important to note that n = would imply that B = 0 ,
which corresponds to the pure hatching case, where each
batch is served by a single I/O stream. However, in this
case, the hit probability will always equal to zero, unless n
is infinitely large. Rearranging the above equation gives the
number of 110 streams needed, n as - $, where B 5 1
The difference between using buffering in conjunction
with batching and pure batching lies in the amount of I/O
and buffer resources required. When we dedicate B minutes
worth of buffer space for normal playback, then we can save
I/O streams which can be used to service VCR requests
W
or requests for other movies. Of course, here we are using
w minutes of buffer space as a tradeoff with one I/O stream.
In the case of popular movies which are restarted frequently
(Le, w is small), we can save one I/O stream using relatively
little buffer space.
When referring to a particular viewer, we adopt the notation, V,,to denote the position of a viewer currently viewing
the V,“h minute of the movie. Furthermore, the positions of
first and the last viewer that can exist in a partition are denoted by Vf and %, respectively. These two viewers may
be virtual, in the sense that there may not be actual viewers
minute of the movie, yet they are
viewing the Vjh and
the two extreme positions in the partition in which a viewer
can possibly exist. The maximum difference (in time units)
between these two extreme viewers is
and is illustrated
in Figure 4.

same partition Le, within the partition in which the VCR
operation is initiated and, 2) a hit in another partitions.
3.1.1. Hits occurring within the same partition (hit,)

6

bit,

bit,

n

-

n

-

c
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(a) catching up with all
viewers ahead in same
partition

t

U/,,

(b) catching up with
viewers between V, and
vt for vt < V,

+E

Figure 5. Two cases of hit, for viewer V,
An event hit,,,occurs if a viewer can resume in the same
partition in which the VCR request is issued. In this case,
the longest fast forward duration which can still result in
a hit, is the distance between the viewer in question and
the first possible viewer in his partition. This situation is
illustrated in Figure 5(a) in which the viewer must resume
in the shaded region of the partition. The probability of a
hit,,, given that the viewer is at position V, and that the
for a FF request is as follows:
first viewer is at position Vf,

xt’L

v;,
Vf)=

P(hit,,,IFF,

lAw

f ( z ) d z where A, = Vf- V,

(3)

Our aim is to calculate the probability of a hit, when
a viewer resumes from any VCR request, i.e, we need to
uncondition the above probability to obtain P(hit,,). The
remainder of this section is dedicated to determining how
to uncondition on Vf and V,so as to obtain P(hit,IFF),
which is the expected probability of a hit within the same
partition after a viewer resumes from a FF request.

Figure 4. relative positions of viewers at

V,,Vf,V, in a partition

0

The idea behind the model formulation is to use it to determine the probability of a hit when a viewer resumes from
a VCR request. We denote P(hitjV,, Vf)to bc the conditional probability of a hit, given that a viewer is at position
V, and that the first possible viewer in the same partition is
at position Vf. Among the three types of VCR requests (FF,
RW and PAU), let us first consider the FF operation.
In order to determine P(hitlV,, Vf)given that the VCR
function is FF, we need to know the probability density
function of the duration of a FF request. The main difficulty in handling VCR requests lies in their inherently nondeterministic nature [SI, where the retrieval pattern is not
known. Rather than assuming a particular distribution, we
allow a general distribution in our model, and we let the pdf
of the duration of FF requests be denoted by f ( z ) ,where
J: E [0,1]. Note that, our goal is not to obtain the exact
distribution or model for VCR behavior, but rather we assume that the VCR behavior has a general distribution and
construct a model which is able to handle a general probability distribution and thus not be limited by any particular
distribution. Given this general probability distribution, we
derive the probability of a hit. We subdivide a hit into the
following two mutually exclusive cases: 1) a hit within the

Unconditioning on

Vf

Recall that Vf is the position of the first possible
viewer that can exist in the same partition as the viewer
at position V,.Thus, we can uncondition on V f with
respect to V,.Since V,can be any position within the
partition, it can range from being the position of the
first viewer in the partition (in which case Vf = V,), to
being the position of the last viewer in the partition (in
which case Vf = V,

+ 8).

It is important to note that there are boundary cases
where the viewer at position V, may not be able to
catch up with all the possible viewers ahead of him
in the same partition. As shown in Eq. ( l ) , the time t ,
elapsed before a catch-up is accomplished is equal to
the initial distance, A, times a constant greater than 1.
Therefore, if V, + t > 1, then the viewer at position
Ifc cannot catch up with the target viewer before the
movie ends. Thus, we divide the unconditioning of Vf
into two cases.
case a: can acconiplislz catch-up with all possible positions o j t h e first viewer in the same partition, i.e. the
largest value o f V f is equal to V,+

8.
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Using the assumption made in case a, P(Vf) is equal

In this case, even if V, corresponds to the last possible
viewer, he will be able to catch up with the first possible viewer, who is units of time ahead, before the
movie ends. Thus, V’ ranges from V, to V,
and
clearly, we have:

g

1

to ”

+ E,

0

V,+G

P(hit,,IFF, Vc,Vf)P(Vf)dVf (4)

= v,

V,

As long as V,i- is smaller than &, a viewer at position V, would be able to catch up with a viewer at
all possible positions of Vf in the same partition. Otherwise, the farthest possible position of Vf will be at
Vt. Here we also uncondition on V, based on the two
cases used for unconditioning on Vf.Again, we have
two cases to consider:
case a: V,
5 V, (or V, < 1 using Eq. (5).)

P,(hit,,IFF, V,) =

/v,

Unconditioning on

where P ( V f )is the probability that the first viewer,
who is in the same partition as V,, is at the Vf””minute
of the movie. Here, we approximated P(Vf)
to be
equal to
Note that, this quantity is only an approximation since those viewers who arrive before the
next restart of the movie all become “part of” the first
viewer of the partition. Another reason why this is an
approximation is that after viewers have resumed from
VCR requests, the position of viewers may not be uniformly distributed within a partition. Nevertheless, we
will show that results obtained using our mathematical
model matched those obtained through simulation in
Section 4.
case b: cannot catch up with the farthest possible position of the first viewer in the suine partition, i.e. the
largest value ( f v fis equal to
In this case, we handle the boundary condition which
ensures that V, t 5 1. That is, the catch-up to some
viewers within the same partition is still possible before the end of the movie. In other words, consider the
scenario that given a viewer at position V,,there exists a viewer at position &, (where V, V,) such that
when the former viewer catches up to the latter, both
viewers are at the lt” minute o f the movie. Using Eq.
( I ) , we can describe a relationship between Vt and V,
by the equation V, a ( & - V,) 5 1, which gives the
upper bound for

+

P,(hit,IFF)

&.

%,

=

P,(hit,“IEF,VC)P ( V )dVc

(7)

The only unknown here is P(Vc),which is the probability that a viewer is at the V:” minute of the movie.
Since a viewer can be at any position of the movie, we
In other words, we assume
assume that P(Vc) =
that all positions of the movie have equal probability
of being viewed.
As V, is always smaller than or equal to Vf, in the
second case, we have the farthest V f to which a viewer
at position Vc can catch up to be equal to Vi.In this
case, we uncondition as follows.
case b: V, 5 V f and V f = Vt (or V, 5 Vtwhich gives
Vc I 1 )
Therefore, unconditioning on V,where 1< V, 5
I , gives the following equation for Pb(hit,IFF) where
P(Vc)is equal to +, as in case a.

i.

v,

+

e

>

x:+

P()(hit,,,IFF)=

Hence, given that the VCR request is a FF, the probability
o f a hit within the same partition, P(lzit,IFF), is obtained
by summing up the two expressions in Eqs. (7) and (8).

Note that the viewer at position V, will not be able to
catch up with a viewer at position V f where V f > Vt
for lf’ E [V,, V, :]. The furthest position I f f with
which the viewer at position V, is able to catch up is 14,
as given by Eq. (5). Figure 5(b) illustrates the region
where a hittllis ensured for Vj 5 & . Therefore, we
have a second equation for unconditioning on Vf. The
first term below corresponds to one case where 1% 2
Vf. The second term corresponds to the case where
I7t < 1<f 5 V,
and the event hit,,, is ensured for
duration between 0 and a(14 - V,).

+

3.1.2. Jump to other partitions (hitj)
In addition to resuming in his own partition, a viewer can
also resume in another partition such that the I/O resources
allocated in phase 1 for serving his VCR request can be released. We refer to this event as a hitj. As illustrated in Figure 6, if a viewer is to resume at the ith partition ahead of its
current position, then he must fast forward long enough to at
least catch up with the last possible viewer in the ith partition ahead, namely, at position 14i.Let us denote by V f ;the
position of the first possible viewer in the ithpartition, then
the event hitj can be divided into two cases, namely, the
coniplete hit; and the partial hit;. As illustrated in Figure
6(a), a complete hiti is an event corresponding to a viewer
being able to catch up not only to the viewer at position

+ E,

P~,(hit,lllFF,
V,) =

x,
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but also to the first possible viewer, i.e, viewer at position
Vfi. Figure 6(b) illustrates the event of a partial hit:, which
illustrates a viewer which is not able to catch up with the
viewer at position Vft before the movie ends.

. . .

current
partition

I" partition
ahead

=

CY

parlial hit j

complete hit j

, . . , . .

l+(ff-l)vc-*.

21

V, = &, - x, resulting in

ith artition
1Ld

Unconditioning on Vf
When unconditioning on V f ,we consider a complete
hit, and a partial hit, separately. For a complete hitj,
we uncondition on V f using the two cases (a) and (b)
as in the derivation for event hit,. For event hit:,

... . . .

"-i

current
parlilion

1"partition

ahead

ith arlilion
alead

(b) a partial h.it,j

(a) a complete hzt;

Figure 6. A hit in another partitions (hitj).

v t = 1+

( 0-1)

v,- .1u

01

i
i,

Since the movie is started every
minutes, viewers
at the same relative position in different partitions have a
e.g, viewers at
phase difference which is a multiple of
position V, and I& have a phase difference of i . minutes.
Let us denote the shortest and longest duration a viewer
must fast forward to have a hitj by Ajumprand Aj,,,pf,
respectively. To make our derivation consistent with that of
P ( h i t , ) ,we express these two quantities in terms of Vfand
V,as follows.

-

=

-i1+ V f - l / c . - n

Observe that a vicwer at position V, can have a complete laitj as well a partial hitj, depending on the value
of V f .Given a viewer at position V,, Eq. (12) gives the
probability of a complete h,itj for V, 5 Vf 5 &. But
I/; < V, < V,
can also result in a partial hitj;
this is shown in Eq. (1 3) below. Eq. (14) corresponds
to those viewers who can only have a partial hitj for
all values of V f ,where the largest Vf with respect to

B

+a

n

il
-+Vf-Vc
n

V, is defined as v t r =

1+(a-1)Vc-ff(

V)

ff

The probability of a hit, at the i f hpartition ahead, denoted
by P(hit;),is shown below :
case 1: able to catch up with both viewers at position Nz
and Vft (a complete hit,)
In this case, a viewer at position V, is able to catch up
with viewers at both position
and V,, in the it" partition
ahead:

case 2: able to catch up with a viewer at position 11; (a
partial h i t j )
In boundary cases, a viewer at position If, may not be
able to catch up with both viewers at position K Land V f i ,
However, even if a viewer at position \/, cannot catch up
with all viewers in the it" partition, as long as he is able to
catch up with a viewer at position I/;>,we will classify this
to be the
event as a partial hitj. As before, we define
position o f t h e last viewer in the it" partition with which
a viewer at position V, can catch up. Thus, we have that

v,
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Unconditioning on V,
The range of V,is calculated using the same technique
as in the hit?" case to yield the following four equations.

i 2 1. The last term corresponds to the probability of a
fast-forward to the end of a movie. All three terms sum up
to the probability of releasing the I/O resource upon resume
from a FF request.
For VCR requests like rewind and pause, we derive
P(hit1RW) and P(hit1PAU) in a manner similar to the
derivation of P(hit1FF).Due to limitation of space, we do
not repeat the derivations here. The detailed derivations can
be found in [ 101.

3.1.4. The expected hit probability P(hit)

Hence, the probability of resuming at the ith partition
ahead for a FF request, P(hitj.IFF),is calculated by summing Eqs. ( 1.5) through (1 8).
The number of partitions to which a viewer at position V,
would be able to jump ahead, resulting in hitj, depends on
in which partition this viewer is. For example, it would be
impossible for a viewer in the last partition of the movie to
jump ahead to another partition. Furthermore, the existence
of V, also limits the number of partitions to which a viewer
can jump ahead. To find the range of i, we refer back to
Eq. (15), which indicates the upper limit on V,, namely, 1 _B*, _ _"",p must be greater than or equal to 0. Therefore we

e

have to satisfy the condition 1 the equation gives the range of i :

-

Whenever a viewer issues a VCR request, there is some
probability that the request is of FF, RW, or PAU type; we
denote these probabilities by PFF, PRW, PPAU respectively. Note that, the values of these probabilities can be de-,
termined by measuring user behavior using statistical techniques. Given these probabilities, we can obtain the probability of a hit of a resume from a VCR request, P(hit),
which can be expressed as follows.

% 10. Rearranging

The quantity, P(hit),is a function of seven system parameters. Specifically, P(hit) = [ ( l , B,n, w ,R F FRPB,
,
R R W ) Our
. goal is to determine the proper values of B (the
total size of buffer space needed for normal playback) and
n (the number of I/O streams needed for normal playback)
such that P(hit) is greater than or equal to P " , which is a
given design parameter. To determine the values of B and
n,we use the following two constraints:

3.1.3. Fast-forwarding to the end of a movie
Recall that our goal is to maximize the probability of the resources, allocated for a VCR request, to be released upon resume to normal playback. Consider the case where a viewer
is at position 11,. Then the longest FF duration is given by
a:(& - V,).As the pdf of a FF duration is defined in the
interval [ O , l ] ,there is a non-zero probability that a viewer issuing a FF request will fast-forward to the end of the movie.
In this case, the resources allocated to him in phase 1 can
also be released. We define the probability of fast forwarding beyond the end of a movie to be P(end);it is given by
the following equation:

1-B

'10

The first constraint, C l , corresponds to the maximum
waiting time that a viewer might experience before the
movie restarts. The second constraint, C2, ensures the average probability of a hit conform to a specified probability
P*. Substituting the system parameters into the two constraints will yield two equations in two unknowns, namely,
B and n. By solving these two equations numerically, we
can determine the size of the system buffer, B, and the
number of I/O streams, n,which need to be pre-allocated
for playback of a popular movie in order to satisfy the performance requirement (or quality of service) of P* and W .
Although the above formulation only deals with a single
movie, we will show how to apply our model to handle multiple movies in solving the system sizing problem in section

5.

Finally, P ( h i t l F F ) ,the probability of a hit given that the
VCR request is a FF operation, is calculated as follows.

,

I> (

P(hit1FF) = P(lLit,,/FF) +

I +wet ) - I L1

2

4. Model Verification

1
P(hit;IFF)

1=1

+ P(end)

=n

(21)

The first term of the RHS corresponds to the probability of
a hit within the same partition, i.e, the partition in which the
FF request was initiated, and the second term corresponds to
the total probability of hit in the it' partition ahead, where

In this section, we validate our mathematical model using simulation. We first describe the system parameters
used in this section. The arrivals of viewer requests for a
popular movie are modeled as a Poisson process2 with a rate
A. As VCR requests are usually of short duration, as simple cases for illustration, we use an exponential distribution
and a skewed gamma distribution to represent the duration
of the VCR functions.
?The rationale for using a Poisson process was given in Section 2. I
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is treated as catching up with either a viewer at position Vf
or at position Q. A discrepancy occurs when a viewer is at a
boundary position, namely, the Ot" minute of the movie. In
a real system, if that viewer issues a PAU or RW request at
that position, then the probability of a hit upon resume will
depend on whether the enrollment window is still open. But
in our model we assume that a miss occurs in this case. This
explains why our model underestimates the probability of a
hit for the RW and PAU cases (refer to Figures 7(b) & (c)).
The final discrepancy occurs when viewers arrive after the
closing of the enrollment window but before the restart of
the movie. The position of all these viewers corresponds
to the leading position of a partition. When one of these
viewers initiates a FF request, our model will over-estimate
the hit probability due to the uniformness assumption. Similarly, if one of these viewers issues a RW or PAU, our model
will under-estimate the hit probability.

5. Application to system sizing

Figure 7. Simulation and theoretical results
for normal playback and (a) only fast-forward
V C R requests (b) only rewind V C R requests
(c) only pause V C R requests (d) all kinds of
V C R requests with PFF = 0.2,PRW = 0.2 and
PPAU = 0.6. Interarrival times are exponential and 1 / X = 2 minutes; duration of V C R requests is drawn from a skewed gamma distribution with a mean = 8 minutes ( a = 2, y = 4).

The rates of fast forward and rewind, RFF and RRW,
are three times that of normal playback, RPB.The movie
length 1 is equal to 120 minutes. In the first three experiments, we simulate the system with two types of requests,
normal playback and one of the VCR functions, namely, either fast forward with viewing (FF), or rewind with viewing
(RW), or pause (PAU). In the last two experiments, the requests can be of type normal playback or any of the three
VCR functions, where the probability of a request for a
VCR function f is equal to P f , and f can be FF, RW, or
PAU. In these experiments we vary both the arrival rate of
requests and the mix of FF, RW, and PAU. Furthermore, in
each experiment, we vary the maximum waiting time, w.
The probability of a hit is plotted as a function of the
number of partitions, n, where each curve corresponds to a
specific value of the maximum waiting time, w.The results
obtained from our mathematical model and from simulations are plotted in Figures 7(a) to 7(c). These figures illustrate both the theoretical and the simulation results, where
the only type of a VCR request issued is either FF, RW, and
PAU, respectively. A mix of all three VCR requests plus
requests for normal display is shown in Figure 7d.
These figures illustrate that the theoretical results match
closely with the simulation results, which validates our
mathematical model. The minor disagreement between the
simulation and the theoretical results can be explained as
follows. Firstly, we have assumed a uniformness of vicwers within a single partition in deriving our mathematical
model. However, in a real system, viewers who arrive after
the closing of the viewer enrollment window (refer to Figure 1) will all become the first viewer (i.e., a type 1 viewer)
when the movie restarts. Secondly, the hit probability in our
mathematical model is calculated by considering the viewer
at all positions in the movie, and a hit at a particular partition
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In this section, we illustrate how our mathematical model
can be applied to making system sizing decisions. In managing system resources, our goal is to optimize the performance of a VOD system by optimizing the usage of system resources while providing an acceptable level of quality
of service to the viewers. Note that the provision of VCR
functions and the minimization of average waiting time, tu,
will inevitably increase system resource requirement. However, if we can design our system such that the probability
of a hit upon resume from a VCR request is high, then the
amount of resources which need to be reserved for serving
VCR functions can be reduced. Given the performance requirements of maximum waiting time, w,and minimum hit
probability, P*, the mathematical model will determine the
minimum amount of buffer and I/O resources that would be
needed to support these requirements. In other words, we
use our model to answer questions of the following form.
Given B, and n,, the amount of system buffer space and
the amount of I/O bandwidth available,forplayback respectively, how should w e allocate buffer space, Bi,und 110
bandwidth, ni, to nznvie i , V i E [l . . . m] such that ( I )
Bi 5 B,, (2)
n i 5 n,, and ( 3 )hitprobability,
Pi 2 P,*, in order to support m, popular movies sinzultaneously (where m I; ns).
For each movie a of length l ; , given the maximum waiting time, w;,
we calculate the respective buffer size, Bi,for
each 1zi using Eq. (2). The hit probability corresponding
to each pair, i.e, P(Bi,
n,i),i, can be obtained using our
mathematical model. The optimal choice of (Bi,ni),; is
computed through the following steps:

Cy:,

Step 1: Pick a value of I",* for each movie i to be the minimum hit probability that the system needs to support.
Step 2: Choose all the (Bi,ni),; pairs such that
P(Bi,r~i)~
2~ P;".
,
These (B;,n;),, pairs will
constitute the feasible set Si.
Step 3: From each feasible set Si, V i E [l. . . m],we determine an optimal (Bf ,nf),,,. pair such that the overall
buffer space and IIO streams needed would be minimized. The choices of ( B : , T Z ; ) ,for
~ each movie i
determine the overall distribution of resources among
the popular movies.

[(39,360),(30,60), (44.5,182)]. Thus, the minimum
amount of buffer space required to ensure the mean hit probability and the mean waiting times as specified above is
113.5 minutes worth and the number of I/O streams needed
is only 602. Therefore, we have saved 628 I/O streams at
the expense of 113.5 minutes worth of buffer space.

What remains to be shown is how to determine the optimal pair, (BS,nH)zui
in step 3 above. Given Eq. (2),there
is always a tradeoff between the buffer space and the U0
bandwidth requirements, since they are inversely proportional in a system using batching and buffering. Since 1/0
bandwidth is one of the critical and crucial resources needed
to start a batch, we reduce I/O bandwidth requirement at the
expense of memory buffer requirement. We anticipate that
this tradeoff is worthwhile for popular movies, since we are
only using w minutes of buffer space as a tradeoff for one
I/O stream. (Recall that for popular movies the value of w
will be small). Another reason for using buffer space to reduce the amount of I/O bandwidth needed is to increase the
probability of a hit. When the probability of a hit is very
small, it is almost impossible for the viewer to release the
I/O stream upon resume until he finishes viewing the whole
movie. On the other hand, a high probability of a hit would
ensure the release of I/O resources upon resume. These resources can be used to service future VCR requests or requests for normal playback of non-popular movies. Therefore, not only can we use a small amount of buffer space
to save one I/O stream, but we can also use it to increase
the probability of a hit, which will avoid the exhaustion of
reserved resources3 for servicing VCR functions. This implies that less resources need to be reserved. Since the cost
of the memory buffers is far from negligible, in determining the optimal choices of (Bb, n,T),,, pairs, we choose to
minimize ~~~1 B;. Using Eq. ( 2 ) ,we calculate Bf to be
li - nrwi and formulate the following constrained optimization problem:

I

li

-

40

30

+ ELl

nzwi

7J2

En: 5 ns

C = C7,(cp
i=l

i=l

i= 1

(Bf , n:)tu:E Si

5+E

3 i n other words, if there is no chance of releasing I/O resoiirces back
to the system pool. then each VCR request will coiistiiiie one 1/0resource
iintil the viewer finishes the movie. Then, more VCR requests implies
iiiorr resoiirces will be held by the viewers until they finish watching the
Illovle.

Bf

+

m

N

n:)

where

cp =

i= 1

Lb
-

crl

(23)

In other words, we measure the system cost in terms of
the amount of buffer space and I/O bandwidth needed to
ensure a level of performance, as expressed through a minimum hit probability and a maximum waiting time. Next, we
illustrate how our model can be utilized in making system
sizing decisions through the following example.
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Example 1 Consider three popular movies, 1 , 2 , 3 with
lengths 75, 60, and 90 minutes respectively. Also, let w5
be 0.1, 0.5 and 0.25 minute respectively. The duration of
VCR requests of movie 1 are drawn from a gamma distribution with a mean equal to 8 minutes (i.e., cy = 2, y = 4)
while the duration of VCR requests of movie 2 and 3 are
drawn from an exponential distribution with a mean equal to
5 minutes and 2 minutes, respectively. Let the performance
requirement of P,T for each movie a be equal to 0.5. Applying our mathematical model to each of the three movies, the
feasible values for each movie are plotted in Figure 8 for a
step size of a 5-minute-buffer.
In a pure hatching case, the number of I/O streams
+ &,which amounts to
needed would be equal to
1230 I/O streams, where the probability of a hit is 0. On the
other hand, suppose that n, = 1230, then solving the optimization problem gives [ ( B ; , n ; )(B;,n.;),
,
(B:,nS)]
=

80

80

Note that there are multiple pairs of ( B * n*)
, that can
satisfy the given performance requirements but at a different cost. Hence, our next goal is to reduce the overall cost of
resources, including resources needed for normal playback
as well as for servicing VCR requests. Given P; and wi
b'i E [I . . . m],we can use our model to determine the system cost C to be equal to C = Cb
Bf C,
n,*
where Cb and C,, arc the costs for memory buffers per one
minute of a movie and one I/O stream, respectively. Rearranging gives the following equation

711,

where

10

Fi ure 8. different (B,n) pairs for movies 1, 2,
3 for each 5 minutes of buffer space

i= 1

subject to

60

50

Buffer in minutes (B)

...

minimize

'I

feasible values for movie l(w=O.l) +
feasible values for movie 2 ( ~ - 0 . 5 ) +
values for movie 3 ( ~ ~ 0 . 2 5*
)

UI

Example 2 In this simple example, we assume that a 2GSCSI disk costs around $700 and that its transfer rate is 5
MB/sec. The data rate of an MPEG-2 movie is assumed
to be 4 Mbps, and the cost of 1 MB of main memory is
assumed to be $2.5. We calculate Cb and C, as follows.

60s * 4Mbps
* $25 = $750
8
$700
= $70
- 5M Bytes/sec * 814Mbps

C,=

c

Given the above equations, we can see that the amount
of buffer space required to store 1 minute of an MPEG-2
movie is approximately 1 1 times as expensive as one I/O
stream, i.e., cp M 11.
. Consider the system of Example 1. The system cost for
normal playback is plotted in Figure 9(e) as a function of the
number of I/O streams. The minimum point on a cost curve
in this figure is the optimal system sizing choice, since it not
only ensures the performance requirement, i.e, P: and wz,
but also has the lowest cost.
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In the previous example, the minimum cost occurs when
the number of I/O streams reaches its maximum feasible
value because the cost of memory buffers dominate the
overall system cost. However, in future technology, where
cost of memory may decrease faster than the cost of I/O
bandwidth, the minimum cost will occur at some other positions on the cost curve, as illustrated in Figure 9. In this
experiment, we vary 'p as 3 , 4 , 6 , 1 0 , 1 1and 16. Figures 9(a)
to 9(d) illustrate the situation where the cost of the memory decreases faster than the cost of I/O bandwidth while
Figures 9(e) and 9(f) illustrate the situation where the cost
of I/O bandwidth decreases faster than the cost of memory.
Again, this model helps system designers to make the right
system sizing decisions and at the same time, meet the performance requirements.

as well as to maintain the benefits of batching and buffering
techniques. In summary, we first introduced a very general mathematical model for determining the amount of resources required for supporting both normal playback and
VCR functionality to satisfy predefined performance characteristics. Consequently, this model allows us to maximize the benefits of data sharing techniques. We illustrated
how to use our model in performing pre-allocation of buffer
space and I/O resources for popular movies such that the
number of concurrent users of a VOD system is increased in
a cost-effective manner. Furthermore, we illustrated an important application of this model, namely, its use in making
system sizing decisions, where proper system sizing results
in a more cost-effective VOD system.
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6. Conclusions
In a VOD environment, the provision of VCR functions
will inevitably require additional system resources, in the
sense that resources have to be reserved in advance for serving these VCR requests. When using batching and buffering techniques, the scalability of VOD systems can bc improved through data sharing. For example, the movie can be
restarted periodically, after a batching interval, and certain
portions of the movie can exist in the buffers. We observe
that, if the viewer is able to read the data from the buffers
upon resume to normal playback (we call this a hit), then no
additional resources will be consumed once the VCR operation is finished. It is very important to determine the right
amount of I/O streams and memory buffers needed to be allocated so as to optimize the performance of VOD systems
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